CRESSWOOD - Adding Value with Versatility & Assured Results!

Secure Records Management | Document Destruction Services

"We’re sold on the Cresswood’s versatility.
It gives us the ability to produce custom shred sizes
and meet smaller particle specifications with
screen selection - and that’s a great selling point
with accounts. With the Cresswood, we’ve been
able to greatly expand our niche markets for secure
product destruction.
Pharmacy and pill bottles are a good example
of this business growth."

THE PAPER EXCHANGE - Pittsburgh, PA
The Paper Exchange, established in 1996, is Pittsburgh's
largest independently-owned secure shredding company.
NAID AAA-certified, TPE provides customized data
protection, document storage, recycling, and secure
destruction solutions to clients across industries,
and throughout the region.
A Cresswood HF-7870-1150XR Shredder/Grinder is the
core technology powering off-site secure shredding
and specialty services at The Paper Exchange. The fullyintegrated Cresswood ‘shred & bale’
system delivers processing
versatility, custom-output
capability, and optimized
throughput numbers within
an ultra-compact facility
footprint at TPE.

Cresswood Single-Shaft, Low-Speed, Eco-Friendly Shredders and
Offers: Turnkey Systems for the Document Storage and Secure
Destruction Industries - Paper, Plastic, Fabric, E-Scrap

"From day one, Cresswood has provided
outstanding service and support. Our current
facility has some space constraints, and they
engineered a complete system that let us reclaim
square footage. And the up-front training
provided by the Service Team has set a new
standard for excellence, as far as we're
concerned.”
"In terms of particle size, the Cresswood
‘Destroyer' gives TPE everything we need to abide
by NAID standards in one pass. We're able to
assure security for our clients, and blast the shred
out quicker. The question we keep asking
ourselves is - why did we wait so long to get
our Cresswood!”
Jeff Prunzik, President/Owner, (on left in the picture)
Dan Prunzik, Vice-President/Owner, (on right in the picture)

800-962-7302
www.cresswood.com
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